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Executive Summary

With an international focus, this brief examines contemporary Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) trends. The brief concludes that substantially greater diversity in ISR is reflected overall, thanks in part to the increasing adoption of emerging technologies, such as automation and artificial intelligence (AI), which impact several changes influentially. Many rewards figure, notably “information advantage”. Less desirably, multiple pressing challenges and persistent uncertainties remain in the form of attendant risks, hazards, and other vulnerabilities. Continuing to be represented in a prominent manner, they are worthy of their constant, close, and careful evaluation into the future in overall ISR enterprises. Those efforts extend towards advancing further sustainable command-and-control-related management and addressing via “safeguards” and similarly-guiding “tools” to “frameworks” during navigation. Intelligence Engineering increases. Both regionally to globally, many corresponding implications for operations to strategies prevail, as well as for war to peace more broadly, as significant disruptors continue nearby.
Introduction

When considering Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) and its closely associated emerging technologies in relation to contemporary defence enterprises and/or ISR advancement relating to specific regions, such as in the Indo-Pacific, arguably a degree of dearth exists. As authored back in 2018: “When surveyed overall, no landmark, entirely comprehensive, book-length studies appear to particularly standout,” focused on ISR.¹

More recently, in 2021, War and Defence Studies scholars, such as Robert Johnson, Director of the Changing Character of War Centre at Pembroke College, University of Oxford, and Martijn Kitzen and Tim Sweijts from the Netherlands Defence Academy in Breda, have noted that: “Command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities are essential to contemporary war fighting.” However, as they go on to remark: “Surprisingly, some aspects of how technological advances in C4ISR are changing the conduct of conflict, and disrupting tactical and strategic actions, remain understudied.”²

Furthermore, along with adding cyber for C5ISR, extending beyond merely more academic domains of concern and into more practitioner circles — such as reflected, by way of an example, in defence analysis reports produced by Canadian Defence in recent years — there clearly is greater appetite for, and indeed momentum behind, further research work and its communication focused on ISR and its closely-related considerations.³

That agenda persists as well as how ISR relates to wider full-spectrum ranging issues, problems, risks, hazards up and across to threats, together with considering associated broader, even grander, challenges, such as with regard to (geo)strategy, war, peace, and other critical entities beyond.

Contemporary ISR Developments

A greater case can readily be made for the enhanced use, and hand-in-glove understanding, of ISR. Beyond that case already introduced, more recently in June 2020, and at least in and for the United States and its global-reaching ISR efforts that boast generalisable insights, a US Congressional Research Service (CRS) report observed that, in particular: “The House and Senate Armed Services Committees have both taken an increasing interest in U.S. military ISR capabilities vis-à-vis China and Russia.”

As current paucities sought to be addressed and in-line with broader “multi-domain” trends being universally advanced across the world, the CRS report went on to detail: “More specifically, the Department of Defense (DOD) aims to connect ISR sensors across all warfighting domains (space, air, land, sea, and cyber) directly with commanders and weapon systems, sharing data at an accelerated speed. This will enable U.S. and allied forces to outthink, outpace, and outmaneuver its adversaries.”

Moreover, granting an insight into — again, at least American — ambitions in the contemporary ISR arena: “To meet the demands of the new global strategic environment, the DOD ISR enterprise intends to shift from a manpower-intensive force optimized for operations within a permissive environment to an automation-intensive force capable of defeating a peer adversary within a highly contested environment.” Maintaining that:

---


5 See, for instance, Svendsen, A. D. M. “Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR): A federation/system of systems-based agent of and for change?” Presented as part of an International Security Studies Section (ISSS) panel at the *International Studies Association (ISA)* 58th Annual Convention, Baltimore, USA, February 2017; and Svendsen, A. D. M. “Parsing future security challenges: Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) as an important system of systems-based agent of & for change.” Paper presented in the War Studies track of the *International Society of Military Sciences (ISMS) Annual Conference*, War Studies University, Warsaw, Poland, November 2018.


To achieve operational success within a high threat environment, the [US military] Services have indicated they would like to invest in resilient and collaborative ISR capabilities that enhance situational awareness, aid rapid decision-making, and reliably find, fix, and target elusive targets deep within enemy territory. The objective is to generate an information advantage for U.S. military forces, which is paramount to effective operations both in the grey zone and highly contested environments.\(^8\)

By early 2021, agreement on the importance of ISR in currently confronted and contested environments and circumstances was broadly recognised. As argued elsewhere: “Whether countering the People’s Republic of China (PRC) moves in the South China Sea, interdicting Russian Long-Range Aviation flights, or providing a continued deterrence of North Korea, ISR is vital.” Continuing: “While ISR is integral to war fighting, it is also the capability that is absolutely critical during competition as well as Phase 0 and Phase I shaping and deterring operations.”\(^9\) When navigating globalised strategic risk, more broadly “multiplexity” (essentially involving “multiple complexities” or even encountering forms of “everything”) is experienced.\(^10\)

Alongside greater movements towards anything from sensor to platform automation, miniaturisation, and the like, emergent developing Artificial...
Intelligence (AI) technologies are similarly being increasingly harnessed in the ISR domain. As acknowledged, for example, at higher-levels amongst US political representatives: “In the military domain, AI will help our service members more effectively identify and engage targets, streamline our [ISR] systems, and assist in everyday human operations.”

Already suggesting many ramifications expected to persist with long-endurance, the greater consideration of individuals, as well as their enhancement, was also articulated. Equally invoked was the contemporary and anticipated future, technical or technological, even biological, empowerment and augmentation of individuals as “super-soldiers”, such as via “wearable-tech” and related trends.

While evidently with implications-full impact and boasting considerable influence — for instance, in terms of breaking-through into several different areas, heading in various directions, and occurring on many different trajectories — AI adoption in the ISR domain continues to proceed somewhat cautiously. Amid highly demanding rollouts that substantially negate the feasibility of taking or making programmatic shortcuts, conditions of hype and their cycles become more smoothed or bypassed as developers to deployers remain essentially mindful of the substantial array of vulnerabilities to risks — and not only those of a strong ethical to cyber nature — that exist in parallel.

---

Naturally, despite its widespread impact across the world and generally in the ISR domain, these concerns are not solely those of and emanating from large states and “big” powers, such as the United States. The concerns are shared well beyond by others. Differently-scaled and arranged countries, including more widely even other types of actors positioned elsewhere, also take close and increasing note. For example, located in the Indo-Pacific region, at the end of 2021, Singapore’s Defence Minister, Ng Eng Hen, emphasised the persistent general requirement for “Guiderails for emerging technologies”.

He highlighted that: “COVID-19 accelerated the trend of digitization and connectivity, but also our vulnerability to cyberattacks,” combined with the fact that “[t]he need for frameworks to prevent catastrophic failure of critical infrastructure, such as hospital systems, water plants and transport grids, has become more urgent.” Alongside, frequently overlooked and related “Intelligence Engineering” paradigms again move to the foreground, extending practically and operationally beyond merely their analytic and strategic activities.

Continuing, Ng Eng Hen observed that: “In emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, autonomous technologies and germ line genetic manipulations, adequate safeguards and monitoring are needed to prevent irresponsible use and ethical breaches.” He was equally clear where pathways forward into the next decade are located, for instance, noting: “International collaboration via the [United Nations (UN)] and other multilateral frameworks, such as the AI Partnership for Defense, are necessary and should formulate guiderails and narrow corridors.”

---


With appropriately fine-tuned command-and-control “safeguards” moving higher up agendas, degrees of incrementalism are again observed surrounding these shifts as well as occurring elsewhere. More explicitly, improved metrics and indicator-based mechanisms for measuring ISR use and its performance to effectiveness have simultaneously been witnessed as being better developed during 2020-21.¹⁸

That last work has occurred alongside continuing to overcome “misunderstandings” over what ISR and its platforms and sensors can, and, equally, cannot, realistically achieve, for example, in both physical to technical terms. Notably, the conventional scientific “Rules of Physics” still apply, as they continue to be adhered to in ISR contexts.¹⁹

Furthermore, from a commercial perspective, the ISR market has continued to reflect substantial growth as, in parallel, official ISR strategies have undergone further refinement and changes in the form of updating and upgrading steps.²⁰ Costs figure intimately alongside value gains on overall balance-sheets.

---


Greater ISR Diversity and its Navigation

When “strategy” is defined in terms of consisting of “ways”, “means”, and “ends”, as demonstrated, gradually more diverse strategies do relate increasingly appropriately to ISR and its contemporary development.\(^{21}\) ISR therefore reflects greater diversity overall, which has many implications.

Together with any of the observed advantages, several pressing challenges remain for ISR. They are deserving of their continued close scrutiny and command-and-control-related management (containment) to addressing (rollback) going forward into differently-ranging futures. Again, at least instructively internationally from another generalisable US-centric perspective, as Washington CSIS analysts, Jake Harrington and Riley McCabe have articulated recently over the summer of 2021: “Many [ISR] capabilities, particularly uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAVs), are shared assets in high demand.”

Going beyond these hard-to-erode quantitative or volume and prioritisation-related problems, characteristic of the often “super-sized” US approach to ISR, continuing their analysis: “For the United States to overcome this resourcing challenge and strengthen its ability to persistently monitor for global threats, it must embrace an ongoing revolution in emerging technology and commercial data.” In order to compensate, they asserted: “In particular, [the US] should expand its use of open-source intelligence (OSINT) as well as collection conducted with expeditionary edge computing capabilities and low-cost attritable UAVs.”\(^{22}\)

Yet, many, at least potential, pitfalls are sustained alongside those last more qualitative moves: “Paradoxically, this approach requires already data-saturated intelligence organizations to collect even more information in pursuit of the ‘information advantage’ that is increasingly at the center of U.S. Military planning.”\(^{23}\)


Amidst much recorded uncertainty, more sophisticated navigation clearly requires continued advancement. Closely related to diversification, investing in that approach persists together with the greater use of a broad-range of public-private-partnership (PPP) approaches being widely encouraged to, again at least partially, compensate in terms of ISR capability and capacity shortcomings that have been both encountered to experienced contemporaneously, as well as relating to those already anticipated ahead in the future.\(^\text{24}\)

More filtering is needed. As argued elsewhere from the US context, with further rich emulation potential: “‘Intel drives ops,’ [US Special Operations Command (SOCOM)] Commander Gen. Richard Clarke said at a recent Senate Armed Services Committee hearing. ‘In order for us to compete more effectively in the future, we have to modernize both our precision strike and ISR … so that [special operators] can quickly see and sense the battlefield that they may have to be fighting in.’”\(^\text{25}\)

Again, extending beyond merely the US and with at least greater generalisability portent, a whole range of actors — whatever the precise scale and size or type of their ISR approach, as well as wherever they are precisely located — can equally continue to learn advantageously from these developments. Simultaneously, they can also effectively take into account more disruptive factors methodologically. That includes whether the disruption is expressed both legitimately or alternatively — in some other remarkable cases — on and coming from more nefarious bases.\(^\text{26}\)


\(^{26}\) See, for example, activity ranges as discussed in Svendsen, A. D. M. “Sharpening SOF tools, their strategic use and direction: Optimising the command of special operations amid wider contemporary
Ultimately, the rationale for engaging in ISR work in the first instance, such as for “information advantage” purposes, constantly benefits from being recalled, held close, and frequently revisited. Advancing that approach, together with a continuing strong focus on diversification and counteriting to re-balancing movements, is so that objectives and overall “strategic ends” to conditions of overarching “mission accomplishment” do not instead get more lost in overwhelming “noise” among the waves of data-deluges. Amid many situations and conditions of having to weather various strategic-to-crisis episodes, events, up and across to developments, command-and-control concerns and considerations remain firmly established as a necessary top priority for ISR, both now and in the future.

Conclusions: Risks and Rewards Co-exist

Much is apparent in general terms related to ISR. While, for illustrative purposes and due to sheer size/scale-of-effort reasons, this brief has mostly focused on the example of the United States and its global-ranging ISR, evidently other countries, indeed other actors internationally — ranging from small- to mid- and large-sized states and/or powers, even down and across to technology-empowered individuals — are naturally not immune to similarly burgeoning trends, re-organisations, challenges, and so on, especially close US allies.
Clearly, neither are US competitors exempt, extending to its more visceral adversaries. A wealth of both “top-down” and “bottom-up”, extending to “original” and/or “imported”, ISR approaches and methodologies, as well as their relatives or close associates to derivatives, all exist and strive to succeed — however they are precisely defined and wherever they are most specifically located.

Many risks and rewards prevail side-by-side, and therefore co-exist in their plurality. With much mirroring evident, several different (even multi-) stakeholders, including the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), the European Defence Agency (EDA), the United Nations (UN), and many others beyond, both regionally and globally — spanning from the Americas to Europe and Asia — can explicitly learn a plethora of readily transferable lessons and gain significant advantages from what ISR work has to offer and can communicate.

---


30 See also, for example, wider, contemporary developments, such as discussed in Hurst, D. “Under the radar: the Australian intelligence chief in the shadows of the Aukus deal.” The Guardian, October 24, 2021. https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/oct/25/under-the-radar-the-australian-intelligence-chief-in-the-shadows-of-the-aukus-deal

The overall developments confer a number of rewarding advantages. That is especially the occasions when these trend adoptions are suitably caveated and managed with the earlier invoked “safeguards”. For instance, that work includes fashioning “guiderails” to adroitly navigate anticipated disruptions, as well as for dealing with those that are less foreseen. Additionally, when adequately harnessed, those last qualities go beyond merely considerations of power and its (at least potential) generation to its subsequent and consequent projection.\(^\text{32}\)

However, the times when the ISR command-and-control-related “checks and balances” are more lacking or neglected — again whatever the precise contextual or case details that might feature — then there are greater risks of more disadvantageous ISR deployment and employment, as well as, most notably, paramount “information advantage” statuses being more lost. That emerges as a scenario which includes closely associated ISR technologies and techniques, wherever they might specifically reside, publicly and/or privately, or else whether they are implemented more secretly. Counterproductive conditions and situations of “over-reach” and/or “under-reach” are equally variously reflected. Cost and value calculations again figure significantly with regard to ISR and its use, intimately including more reflexive movements.\(^\text{33}\)

Formulations matter. Reflecting back, in 2018, some overall conclusions that came to the fore then, and that remain sufficiently pertinent in their relevance to continue to take into account today when coming more up-to-date and then looking further ahead in projections, include:


With the considerably high and widespread operational-to-strategic demands placed on key ISR, are we witnessing [Strategic Intelligence (STRATINT)] and [Tactical to Operational Intelligence (TACINT-OPINT)] imbalances, including their exacerbation, as arguably seen, for example, in the case of the [global-ranging, 2014-to date] anti-[Islamic State (IS/ISIS/ISIL/Daesh)] campaigns? Are there also sustained, long-standing [Technical Intelligence (TECHINT)] over [Human Intelligence (HUMINT)] biases and downsides?

Continuing:

Furthermore, with highly demanding, resource and time-consuming ISR counter-terrorism (CT) and counter-insurgency (COIN)-related missions dominating globally, concerns abound that mission-critical entities, such as the US Air Force, are becoming “rusty” at doing differently focused and other-scaled [Anti-Access/Area-Denial (A2/AD)] across other forms of war (e.g., “high-end warfare”) amid their overall defence responsibilities.34

Evidently, as introduced and discussed throughout this brief, at least some progress, for instance, in the form of several important changes relating particularly to emerging technologies, has been made to date towards tackling those above areas of ISR concern articulated earlier. In terms of ascertaining their current statuses, those changes remain on a continuum of several different trajectories, occurring at several different rates and tempos of progression to turnaround, and are foreseeably expected to stay thus. Diversification processes once more emerge as important, including also helping determine what thrives — and, equally, not — closely involving questions of when, where, how, and so on.35

While several IS/ISIS/ISIL/Daesh CT/COIN operations firmly persist in their conduct throughout 2021-22, there has simultaneously been greater witnessed focus — for example, by the US Air Force and other interested parties — on Russia and China. Therefore, more of an emphasis both on and towards “high-end warfare” considerations in the overall balances being struck is judged as having been further accorded. Closely responding to current and projected needs, and as some re-tooling to framework refinement is underway — including regular strategy updates — continuing “works-in-progress” are reflected overall in the ISR domain as increasingly direct “sensor-to-shooter”

35 See, for example, especially as discussed under the heading: ‘Contemporary ISR developments’, above.
ambitions are maintained. Likewise, wider-impacting concepts, such as “Intelligence Engineering”, and their growth cannot be more ignored, denied, or passed over, either analytically to strategically, and/or more practically to operationally.

Note-worthy sustained concerns extend further: “Simultaneously, worries exist about the potential over-reliance of [Special Operations Forces (SOF)] on ISR, about the reliability and safety of ISR assets, and on what soldiers to decision-makers will do if they ‘go dark’ or ‘blind’.”

Many of those last difficult-to-surmount prevailing concerns are once more deserving of being kept at the forefront of minds. That remembering is not least as they persist, albeit in differing variations or calibrations over time, and as, at least anticipatory, efforts continue to be made towards both their greater navigation to addressing ahead into 2022 and beyond. Those efforts also reflect management modes that respectively extend from conditions of “containment” to more substantial “rollback” in their configurations. Requiring their constant sustainment through their creation and subsequent maintenance or regular update going forward, the “safeguards” again emerge prominently, performing an important and persistent role.

---


Recommendations

Advancing greater clarity with regard to ISR — and indeed relating to its closely associated concepts, as well as their collective wider understandings — benefits from continued extension. As a significant product of ISR’s far-ranging complexity (even multiplexity) to constantly sustained dynamism, inevitably more work can always be done. There is never complete closure as ISR trends continue to be manifest and have to contend with “everything”. Since they are not mutually exclusive in the ISR domain, both “risks” to “rewards” are again constantly encountered and experienced during navigation.

Further insights become apparent. Building (a) in a “following-on” manner from the basis of some previous more handbook-styled introductory insights, together with (b) becoming deserving of again being reiterated here and being further concentrated upon in an updating way for their extended consideration to prioritisation in the context of this brief examining contemporary ISR “risks” and “rewards” in the early-2020s, and as (c) ISR trends simultaneously continue to extend and expand significantly in their advancement to enhancement over time on both regional — such as including in the Indo-Pacific — up and across to global bases, three more explicit policy- and strategy-orientated recommendations now follow:

- ISR “alternatives” to “contingencies”, and more broadly the concept of ISR “resilience”, remain key as diversification-related approaches on which to constantly maintain focus and to adopt in as long-term sustainable and systematic manners as possible going forward.  

- Reflecting ISR’s substantially combined military headquarters department-related “G/J2 Intelligence” + “G/J3 Operations/Training” nature, operators do well to sustain: (a) both “wait-and-watch” (intelligence methodology) to “see-and-strike” (military/security/law-enforcement methodology) ISR approaches; as well as: (b) continue to strive for effective balances between those approaches in both time (tempo/rate/timeliness) and space (spatial/place/location) terms, operationally up and across to strategically.  

---

39 See, for example, these concepts as introduced in ibid.

40 For instance, see these different ‘methodologies’ and ‘approaches’, as discussed in ibid., pp.277-278.
• Beyond being enacted on merely reactive bases, ISR ultimately persists as an area worthy of continuing to watch closely and to consider more proactively, well into the future. Ensuring that sufficiently appropriate conditions of transparency and accountability also endure when “keeping ahead,” not only for most functional purposes, ISR furthermore deserves its greater to collaborative engagement by both practitioners (operators) and analysts (observers), together with other stakeholders — such as decision-/policy-makers to the public themselves — being kept at least variously involved.

Finally, again keeping “Intelligence Engineering” substantially in mind, any area of ISR neglect cannot be afforded, wherever stakeholders may precisely sit or stand. Otherwise, guaranteed detriment will occur, particularly if command-and-control and other resources (staff/personnel or budgetary/financial) are more lacking — even are alternatively more mis-calibrated and/or mis-configured in their devotion — ultimately resulting in the counter-productive overarching mis-direction of ISR. Together with their attendant diversification involving their strategies, ISR enterprises once more benefit from most expeditious balances being struck overall. Sensitivity with imagination delivers in dynamic ISR.
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